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ABSTRACT

Usingthe calibrationof Belland Parsons(1974),the effectsof

changesin microturbulenceand surfacegravity throughoutthe cycles

of _ Cepheiand_ Aqui_eare estimated.Afterthe changesin microturb-

ulencehavebeen takenintoconsideration,Wesselinkradiifor these

starsare reduced20%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because the Wesselink technique allows the radius for a pulsating

star to be determined without the use of reddening, or a temperature or

luminosity scale, it can be used as a valuable check on such calibrations.

"Wesselink radii have recently been discussed in connection with the Cepheid

mass problem (Cox, 1978; Cogan, 1978). Both these papers point out

discrepancies among various methods ofradius determination. In addition

some techniques similar to Wesselink's method (Balona, 1977; Buddin_ , 1977)

give results which disagree with the Wesselink radii. Finally, there are

indications of internal inconsistencies within the Wesselink technique

itself (Evans,1976; Gieren, 1976).

The assumptionin Wesselink'smethodwhich appearsthe most likely

to cause errors is that points of equal color are points of equal temperature.

The calibrationsof Bell and Parsons (1974)of B-V, which is used in most

Wesselinkradius determinations,allows one to check the effect of two
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possible causes o£ deviation from this equal colour--equal temperature

condition. From their Table II, it is possible to estimate the effect

on B-V of variations of effective gravity and microturbulence throughout

a Cepheid cycle. This paper is a discussion of these effects for two

stars, 6 Cephei and n Aquilae. These stars were chosen because surface

gravities and microturbulent velocities are available for many phases of

these stars.

II. SURFACEGRAVITIES

Surfacegravitycurvesof Cepheidsreportedin differentstudies

showdissimilarities. Pel (1978)has provideddatafor 170 Cepheids

usingthe Walravenphotoelectricsystemand Kurucz(1975)modelatmospheres.

Parsons(1971)has similarlyderivedsurfacegravitiesfor 48 Cepheids

using6 colorphotometryand his atmospheres.Onlya few starsare common

to bothstudies,but a detailedcomparisonof the dataforn Aquilmshow

disagreementsin the shapesof the curves. Pel'scurveis quiteflatfrom

phases_.= .0 to .6,witha sharppeaknear _ = .8. This is in agreement

with dynamicalsurfacegravitycurveswhicharedeterminedprimarilyby

theaccelerationof the atmosphere. Parsons'curve,on the otherhand

has a graduallydownwardslopingbranchfrom@ = .0 to .7,and a peak at

maximumlight.

Figure8 in Luband Pel (1977)makesit clearthattakingaccount

of the variationin microturbulenceas a functionof phaseis criticalin

interpretingthe photometriccolorsin termsof surfacegravity. Though

thisis not donein Pel'scurves,roughestimatesof the effects,based

on the microturbulencecurvesin thenext sectionshowthatthechange

in microturbulencewill leavethebasicformof the curveunchangedbut
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smooth out the dip in the surface gravities at _ = .6, and increase the

maximum of this curve.

The purpose o£ this section is to estimate the effect on B-V o£

differences in surface gravities at points of equal color. The results

from the spectral synthesis of Bell and Parsons (1974) were combined

with gravity differences for various B-V colors for n Aquilae. Both estimates

of surface gravity curve, Parsons' and Pal's, were used for the test.

Instead o£ Pal's curve, the curve computed by Parsons (1971) from the

acceleration and radius variation tabulated by Schwarzschild,Schwarzschild,and Adams

(1948) was used. This curve and Pel's are similar in shape but Pal's

curve has a smaller amplitude. For both types o£ surface gravity curve,

the effect on B-V was only a few thousandths of a magnitude. Thus these

two rather different cases both show that the distortion to B-V is incons_

equential, as has been previously suggested by Woolley and Carter (1973).

For _ Cephei the surface gravity curve found by Parsons (1971) from the

6 color data also yielded negligible effect.

III. MICROTURBULENCE

Variations in microturbulence throughout Cepheid cycles have been

observed, but for only a few stars have enough points been observed to

give more than a suggestion of the phase dependence of this parameter.

Table I summarizes the available data. The variation in microturbulent

velocity has been estimated from the results of various curve o£ growth

studies. In general the trend mentioned by Schmidt (1971a) of higher

microt_rbulence during the steep branch of the radial velocity curve is

confirmed, while nearly all stars have a small constant microturbulent

velocity during the gradual branch of the radial velocity curve.
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TABLE I

Period Minimum _ Maximum Comments Reference
(days) Microturbulent (v = microturbulent

Velocity (km/sec) velocity)

TU Cas 2.14 -- v = I0 km/sec, 3 plates (I)

SZ Tau 3.15 4.0 - 6.4 4 plates (I)

RT Aur 3.73 3.5 - 5.0 Ii plates,goodphasecoverage (2)

a UMi 5.97 -- v = 5.9,1 plate_ = .46 (I)

6 Cep 5.37 5.8 - 5.5 9 plates,goodphasecoverage (3)

U Sgr 6.74 4.2 - 7.5* (4)

q Aql 7.18 4.0- 5.8 (5)
4.7 - 9.0" (4)

S Nor 9.75 5.0 - I0.0"or 9.0 (4)

8 Dor 9.84 5.5 - 6.0 (6)

RX Aur 11.62 5.4- 7.6 5 plates (7)
X Cyg 16.39 6.2 - 7.6 2 plates (7)-

Y Oph 17.12 7.5 - I0.0" (4)

T Mon 27.02 -- v = 9.0km/sec,3 plates (7)

Z Car 55.54 6.0 - 7.9 no platesfrom_b= .69to .94 (8)

SV Vul 45.i0 7.6 - 9.9 4 plates (9)

*highvelocitiesfromSchmidt'splatestakenwithoutan imagetube, which
givesystematicallyhighermicroturbulentvelocitiesthan thosewith an
image tube.

References

(1) Schmidt,1974

(29 Bappuand Raghavan,1969

(3) van Paradijs,1971

(4) Schmidt,1971a

(5) van Hoof and Deurinck,1952

(6) Belland Rodgers,1964

(7)•Schmidt,e__tal,1974

(8) Rodgersand Bell,1968

(9) Kraft,et al, 1959
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Schmidtpointsout thathis dataare somewhatpuzzling.His plates

takenwithan imagetube givesmallervaluesthanthosetakenwithout,and

it is not clearwhethersomeo£ the largevaluesin TableI are accurate.

Mostentriesin TableI indicatean amplitudeof microturbulenceof about

2 km/sec. Thereis no indicationthatthe amplitudeincreaseswithperiod,

thoughthemeanvaluesdo. Becauseno attempthas beenmade to adjust

the data forvariationson technique,suchas differentoscillatorstrengths

or temperaturefittingprocedures,this trendshouldbe onlytakenas

suggestive.

It is clearthatit is very importantto considervariationsof

microturbulencein interpretingcolorsin termsof physicalparameters

(Pel,1978;Relyeaand Kurucz,1978)and thatthe amplitudesof TableI

willhave an appreciableeffecton the colors. In thenext section,the

resultsof thiseffecton Wesselinkradiiwillbe discussed.

IV. WESSELINKRADII

In orderto assessthe effectof changesin microturbulence,the

resultsof Belland Parsons(1974)haveagainbeen used,togetherwith

the microturbulencedatafromvan Paradijs(1971)for _ Cephei,andvan Hoof

and Deurinck(1952)for n Aquilae.The correctionsto the colorcurves

resultedin a 20%decreasein the Wesselinkradiusin bothcases.

In the caseof 6 Cephei,therewas a furtherinterestingresult.

The followinginternalinconsistencyhas beennotedin Wesselink'smethod.

If theratiosof the radiiat differentcolorsare plottedas a function

of the differencesof radiifromtheradialvelocitycurve,the result

shouldbe a linewhichpassesthroughthepoint(0,1). In many,though

not all cases(Evans,1976;Gieren,1977),thepointsin fact lieon a loop
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as the colors go from blue to red. This loop appears too large to be

explained by observational errors. In the case of _ Cephei when the

corrections for microturbulence were made, the loop was reduced considerably

and the internal standard error of the mean radius was reduced from 4.5

solar radii to 2.5 solar radii. For n Aqui1_ the reduction was less,

from 4.8 solar radii to 5.8 solar radii.

V. DISCUSSION

The inclusion of the correction for microtur.bulence, based on the

results of Bell and Parsons is important in determining Wesselink radii,

though the current information on the variation of surface gravity

indicates that a correction for it is not. A small surface gravity

correction may be necessary for cooler stars, in the opposite sense to the

microturbulence correction.

Schmidt (1971b) has made an extensive study of four Cepheids, including

their line blocking. His conclusions are somewhat different from those

of this paper, partly because he finds variations in gravity which are

different in amp!itude and phase from those used here. However, his

measurements of the line blocking in B-V indicate that blocking increases

when microturbulence increases. In his Pigure 2b,c,d, points with high

microturbulence sit above those with low-microturbulence.

Variations to Wesselink's method such as that used by Balona (1977)

or Thompson's (1975) method for deriving the slope of the surface brightness-

color relation should be affected by differences in microturbulence, but

because the effect on B-V is a few hundredths of a magnitude, the results

will be little changed. In Thompson'sFigure 2, the variationof surface

brightnessas a functionof color, there is a suggestionthat the red end
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o£ the relation £or several stars has more scatter than the blue end.

If a check of the data reveals that the scatter is phase dependent at the

red end, then it is probably due to changes in microturbulence. A range

of slopes for the surface brightness--color relation from roughly 2.0 to

2.2 is possible from the graph of n Aquilae. These values are extremes,

but they may explain some o£ the scatter in the values o£ the slopes from

different stars. In addition if the Wesselink radii used are approximately

20% too large, the slopes will be systematically about 5% too small.

The analyses in sections II and llI above indicate that a method

such as Balona's (1977) will be affected by changes in microturbulence or

effective gravity for less than half the period. In particular, if only

the descending branch of the light curve is used, the results will be altered

by these changes very little. The fact that Balona's radii are in general

smaller than those of Hvans (1976) confirms the results o£ this paper.

(This is true even after the Evans radii are multiplied by 1.51/1.41, to

use the current foreshortening-limb darkening correction.)

Because of the importance o£uniform, detailed information about

microturbulence in Cepheids, an observational program is being undertaken,

but from the current information it seems that Wesselink radii of these

short period stars must be reduced.
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Figure I. Gravity curves from Parsons {197i) and Pel C1978) (schematic}
for n Aquilae
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Figure 2. The ratio of the large radius to the small radius as a function of the difference

in radii for .6"Cephei_ a) before .correction for microturbulence_ b) after correction.
The b.near the end of _he curve indicates the bluest point..
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